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PRE-PROGRAM CHECKLIST       John Drebinger Presentations 
Office Phone:  209-745-9419 or 1-800-588-9419  Fax:  209-745-4528       
Diane Weiss, email diane@drebinger.com  Diane’s home 209-745-4890  
John’s cellular 209-747-9645,  email--john@drebinger.com   13541 Christensen Rd. Galt CA.  
 
Presentation Date(s): ___________  Contact Person: ________________ 
To help ensure that John’s program meets your expectations and fulfills the ultimate benefit for your 
audience, please fill in the blanks with initials or information and fax to our office by _______________  

 
______ Provide your meeting agenda/invitation 

______ Other information helpful for John to better understand his audience   

______ Meeting location address, phone and room # 

______ Time your meeting will begin    ____Time John will begin 

______ Contact name and their home phone, cellular, pager number to reach after working hours 

______ Telephone number of your company’s main phone operator 

______ Microphone: Client must provide a wireless lavaliere (tie clip) microphone. John moves around 
the room to interact with his audience and needs his hands free to perform his magic. John always uses 
a microphone for every presentation. No other audio-visual equipment is needed.  
 
______ # of people attending ______. (If multiple presentations # per session _____, _____, _____ ) 
Recommended Seating: With groups of 50 or more, John prefers to work on a platform 4’x 8’ or larger 
at the front of the room. The platform makes it easier for everyone to see and enjoy the presentation. 
Remove any lectern/podium from the platform before his presentation or set to the side of the stage. 
Please provide a safe way to go up and down off the stage as John and his assistants from the audience 
will need to go to and from the stage during the presentation.  Arrange chairs in a semicircle with aisles 
at 10:00 and 2:00 o'clock and make an aisle at 12:00 o'clock.  Classroom style works best when using 
tables. Wide and short is a better seating arrangement than long and narrow. A small table, sturdy 
chair, and bottle of plain water would be appreciated placed on or near the stage area. Please keep 
John’s audience in front of the platform as John’s magic tricks need to be seen from the front.  
 
______ Hotel/Airfare Arrangements: We will arrange for John’s airfare/hotel preferably at a Marriott 
Courtyard or Fairfield Inn and on United Airlines. If your presentation will be located at a hotel, provide 
the address and phone number of the hotel and any lodging discount available. Location of the nearest 
airport your people fly in and out of for business is helpful.      
 
______ Please provide the name and phone number of person in charge of opening the meeting 
room (1) one hour before your first meeting is scheduled to begin. John likes to arrive approx. 1 hour 
early. Name: ___________________________________________ Phone:________________________ 
 
______ Classroom materials for leadership meeting:  # of attendees, contact name, and shipping 
address. Pens should be provided for each person. Classroom materials include John’s book “Mastering 
Safety Communications” and a reminder card of key points for each person attending.   
 
______ Balance of Fee: Provide the name and number of the person or department arranging for final 
payment. Our final invoice will be sent 10 days before your event and is due and payable 5 days before 
your presentation, per your agreement.   
 
Name:  ________________________________________________ Phone: ___________________  

mailto:diane@drebinger.com�
mailto:email--john@drebinger.com�
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SAFETY MEETING GIFTS WITH A PURPOSE! 

 
 
 

 
Employee Wallet Size Reminder Cards!     
 
 
 Front of Card                        Write on back of card      

 
25 cards @ $9.50,  50 cards @ $15.50,  100 cards @ $27.00 
 
      

John uses a lemon and a dollar bill in one of his magic tricks, 
which sets the stage for a useful gift that can help prevent carpal tunnel syndrome 
as well as reminding people to work and live safely every day.                          
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     One of the secrets of effective safety meetings is to make them memorable.  When 
you can make the message last more than the length of the meeting you begin to see 
results.  Days, weeks, and months after one of John’s presentations, people remember the 
fun they had.  Every time they think of the meeting, they are reminded of the safety 
messages they heard.  This effect can be enhanced by giving each person in attendance a 
lemon stress relief ball.  It connects with the dollar in the lemon trick performed during 
each of John’s presentations.  John also explains how to use it to prevent injuries.  A 
master of motivation he even points out that using it will improve your golf swing, which 
gives some audience members an added incentive to use it daily. 
  
     John’s “Safety Day by Day” Lemon Stress Reliever Balls are a great employee gift to 
reinforce the message of safety and help reduce injuries long after John has left your 
meeting. When purchased for each employee, John will add a segment to his presentation 
that will teach his audience how to: 
*   Properly use this great tool; 
*   Reinforce the importance and benefits of using the ball on a daily basis;  
*   Have a lasting reminder of working safely at work and at home; and 
*   Have fun using it! (It even sits flat on your desk or toolbox!) 

  
This $4.00 per person investment is another great way to help people work safely and 
continually remind them of the message and fun time they had at your meeting. As an 
added bonus, the words www.drebinger.com have been placed on the Lemon Ball as a 
great resource tool to direct everyone to new articles, training resources, and new ideas to 
motivate people.  
 
 

      Looking for a way to thank veterans?  

Veterans of year's past and today's brave soldiers will realize how much we appreciate 
them every time they see a car drive by with one in place. If you would like to join me in 
thanking our veterans for their service and our freedom, please order one and put it on 
each of your vehicles. You may even want to buy a few to give to the veterans you know 
at work. 

They are red, white, and blue and are 11.5" x 3" in size, printed on vinyl or magnetic. 
The cost is only $2.99 each for vinyl and $5.99 each for magnetic.  

Twenty-five percent of the profits from this bumper sticker project will be donated to 
veterans service organizations.  

 

http://www.drebinger.com/�
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Delicious Safety Morsels 

 

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES AT  
THEIR SAFEST! 

You will enjoy two pounds of cookies packaged in a unique can that warns you of the hazards of 
indulging in too many of these chocolaty morsels. The hazard warning label outlines each hazard 
according to the category it falls in whether it be fire or reactants. What a great way to remind yourself 
and your staff of the importance of being safe day by day even when you're just eating cookies! You will 
want to order several as gifts and of course one to show off in your office.     Price: $19.77     
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John's Magic Kit  
Safety Meeting Idea Kit 

 

Make Your Meetings Magic! 

 
How many times have you wanted to have something up your sleeve to make your next meeting 
memorable? Well we have just the thing . . . A magic kit put together by John Drebinger. Not sure you can 
learn them? John has selected each of these tricks to be impressive but very easy to learn. To make it even 
easier the kit includes an instructional DVD, which is over an hour in length. John performs each trick, so 
you can see what it looks like to the audience and then he explains how to do it while showing you the 
secrets and techniques for success. 

Learn how to: 

• Make three different length ropes magically become all the same;  
• Pour sugar into your hand and have it vanish and then reappear;  
• Vanish a small silk scarf and make it reappear;  
• Vanish a cigarette into someone's shirt without burning the shirt;  
• Cause a small red sponge ball to vanish and change into a square sponge and a black sponge ball;  
• Cut and restore a rope two different ways;  
• Have your thumbs tied together and escape;  
• Change four nickels into four dimes;  
• Predict the card someone will cut to in a deck;  
• Four special card effects;  
• Pass a long needle all the way through a balloon without it popping;  
• Have someone randomly select a page from a book and you predict the word at the top of that page.  

These tricks may be used one at a time and you can entertain at over sixteen meetings or if you want to put 
on a great magic show, you can entertain for about one half hour without repeating a trick.  

If you are looking for a magic kit for someone who likes magic this is a great kit. These are the same tricks 
John entertained people with for years as a professional magician yet they are easy to learn.  Price: $97.00 

Great gift ideas for door prizes too! 

Call me today to order your fun gifts @ 209-745-9419 
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Leadership Wallet Size Reminder Cards!     

 

25 cards @ $9.50,  50 cards @ $15.50,  100 cards @ $27.00 

 

   $11.77                                                  
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Book Review 
Reprinted with permission from Professional Safety Magazine. 

Mastering Safety Communication - Skills for a Safe, Productive and Profitable Workplace. 
   Most professionals like to have on their bookshelves how-to or hands-on books that they can use 
effectively in their day-to-day work.  This book is one of those - but it is also backed up by the 
philosophy behind the recommendations.  Thus, in this sense, it is more than a how-to book. 
   The book is based on the author’s 18+ years experience as an effective trainer, teacher, and 
professional speaker to audiences of both employees and managers.  Scattered throughout the book 
are appropriate quotes by people from whom Drebinger has learned many ideas.  One quote, 
perhaps more than any other, illustrates the book’s theme: “The outcomes you hold yourself 
accountable for are the ones you will achieve.” 
  Drebinger advocates keeping a journal and writing down ideas as they arise.  He says, “Writing a 
journal not only creates a record of your life and ideas, (it) becomes a doorway to new ideas, 
decisions, and pathways in the future.”  Several blank pages with the heading “What Ideas Can I 
Use to Improve the Safety Behavior of Myself and Those With Whom I Work?” are included near 
the end of the book. 
   The book has 12 short, hard-hitting chapters that give the reader the tools needed to develop an 
effective, individual communication style.  A section entitled, “Questions to Enhance Your 
Reading”, prefaces each chapter.  Near the book’s end, the author provides a “Collection of 
Empowering Quotes” as well as a recommended reading list.  While aimed at safety professionals, 
this book is excellent for anyone who has the opportunity to communicate with, teach, and train 
people. 

Dr. Milton Rhodes, CSP, Miami, FL 
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